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ABSTRACT

studies have repeatedly demonstrated a developmental trend

suggestibility

- - responsiveness to suggestions traditionally

in

asso-

is low for those under six years of

ciated with the tezm hypnotin

age , r.lses to a peak near the ages of nine through eleven , and progressively
that

declines the:reatter .

It has also been consistently

with adult populations , involvement in task-relevant

shown

1111agin
-

ings , functions as a cognitive strategy enhancing response to sugOn the basis of evidence such

gestion.
vestigator,

as this , at least one in-

J . HUgam, has suggested that changes 1n responsiveness

with age are due to variations

1n 1:mag1native 1nvolvaent .

Speci-

fically , it has 'been proposed that the decline in suggestibility
aay be

the result of an increased developmental trend tolf&1'da :ra-

tional-logical

mode of thinking , which is inconsistent

with the in-

volvement in 1aag1.na.tive processes so important in responsiveness
to suggestion .
fantasylike

While the develOpllental literature

activity

relating

to free

lends some support to this notion , no previous

study has attempted to detemine either
tween the passing or falling

a) the relationship

be-

of suggestions and involvement in task -

relevant 1mag1nings in subjects from the lower age levels , orb)
changes occur.lag in these imaginative involvements with age.
In the present

investigation

, one hundred subjects

ages of eight and seventeen were individually

111

tested 1n

between the

a single

session .
tional

Each subject was administered standardised

instructions

task - motiva-

followed by an 8.1'1l-lev1tation suggestion , an

arm-catalepsy suggestion,

and an amnesia suggestion for the number

Each subject was interviewed immediately after his response

four .

to each suggestion to deteJ:mine whether or not he engaged in sug1mag1n1ngsand , if so , the elaborateness

gestion-related

and dur-

ation of these 1.magininge.
It was found that , regax-dless of age , subjects who passed the
suggestions

a) tended to report engaging in suggestion-related

imaginings , whereas those who did not respond were less likely to
engage in this pattern

of imaginative responding , and b) reported

engaging in imaginings that were more elaborate and of longer duration than those who failed the suggestions .
support was obtained regarding

the notion of age trends in 1.mgin-

Elaborateness and duration of imaginings were

ative involvoent .
characteristically

In addition , partial

low for the youngest subjects , rose to a peak

around the ages of ten to twelve , and declined thereafter .

ever , analyses indicated that only for elaborateness

of imaginings

in response to the amnesia suggestion was there a significant

cur-

, while in

vilinear

relation

the

direction , did not achieve conventional. levels of signi -

88Jlle

ficance .

with age, the remaining relationships

How
-

It is suggested that future research considering develop-

mental trends in imaginative involvement may prove to be more productive if variations

are examined across one-year age groups, and

a larger battery of test suggestions is eaployed .
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I

HISTORICAL
PERSPECTIVE

Four sets of phenomena have txaditionally
the rubrlc of hypnotism .
ness to suggestions

been subsumed under

These 1ncludea a) heightened responsive-

for am lowerlng , hand anesthesia , visual hal -

lucination , selective

amnesia , and the likes b) obeerY&ble changes

in posture and movements such as limpness-relaxation

, lack of spon-

taneity , fixed gaze , and psychoaotor retaJ.'dation1 c) reports of unusual alterations
the body or

in body feelings

body

parts and feelings

such as changes in the size of
of unreal.1 t;n and d) post -

experlmental reports of having entered a unique state

of conscious-

ness .
Historlcally

, a variety

of theories

have been put forth in an

attempt to explain the occurrence of phenomena such as these .
one conceptualization

has been dominant for the past 100 years .

Basic to this conceptualization
the trance-state
1)

, which has commonlybeen labeled

app:roach, are two assumptionsa

Whena rltualistic

cereaony collllllonlylabeled as hypnotic

induction procedure is successful , a unique state
is induced which differs
has been varlously

state

Yet,

of consciousness

fundamentally from the waking state .

This

temed as the hYpnotic state , trance , or

hy:pnosis.
2)

The four sets of phenomena traditionally

te1'11hypnotia
state .

result

subsumed by the

from the operation of this unique trance

Moreover, the deeper this state , the more readily

phenomena are manifested.

these

2

Although the trance-state

conceptualization

during the past century , critics

has been dominant

have periodically

asserted

that the

occurrence of hypnotic phenOJllenaneed not be assumed to result
the operation of an unusual state

of consciousness .

from

For instance ,

as early as 1823, Alexander Bertmnd concluded that,

"••• The psychological
the (hypnotic)

phen0J1ena observed during

state

are not exceptional,

axe nomal , or at least

but

phenomena which can be

observed under various conditions .

Artificial

sonmanbulism• • • servea merely to render conspic-

uous and to aaplify

phenomena dependent upon the

wo1'k1.ngof th~ general laws of illagination,
tant attention , and desire"

expec-

(Bertrand , cited in

Janet , 1925, vol . I , P• 157).
Nearly a quarter of a centu:t')' later , James Braid , in his theory
of monoideiBlll, wrote that , "hypnotin

occurs only if the subject

knows what is expected of hi• and voluntarily
of the operator {hypnotist)

{Braid , 1843).

(1946) proposed that subjects
their

behaviour as involuntary

confoms to the demands
More recently , Arnold

respond to suggestions and define
(that is , something which seemed to

happen to thea and which they did not initiate
they i111aginesituations
Specifically,

which would regularly

themselves) when
produce the response .

Arnold described this process in the following manner,

" •• •There is one condition which must be fulfilled
if the subject is to obey the hypnotist ' s suggestions

he must litemlly

wants him to think.

think as the operator

In every instance

1n which

3

the subject cannot be hypnotized , he reports
afterwards either that he could not forget the
absurdity of the situation , perhaps because he kept
thinking of BOJlething else,
deliberately

resisted

or he admits that he

either

by

criticizing

the

eXperimenter ' s procedure to himself , or by starting
to think of somoth1ng else ••••
suggestion) we visualize

{Whengiven a

o~elves

in the situa-

tion whenever it is described verbally ••• we refocus on it (the suggested situation)
it .

Whenthe experimenter insists

getting heavy' or ' you are falling

and thus relive
' your eyelids are

forward ', he in-

vites the subject to imagine himself in that particular

{Arnold, 1946, PP• 8-9) .

situation"

Despite its historical

expression , skepticism such as this re-

gaJ:ding trance-st.'3.te assumptions bas largely been ignored .

Only

within the past two decades have approaches which do not draw a
distinction

between hypnotic and other behaviors attained maturity .

To a laxge extent , this shift has been due to efforts

directed

toward pointing out serious shortcomings in the traditional
Specifically , three major objections have been raised .
are no valid criterla.

for the presumed trance-state

a century , investigators
a physiological

First , there
For nearly

have been searching unsuccessfully

index which differentiates

individuals

be hypnotized from those judged to be awake.
no unique physiological

.

changes associated

approach .

for

judged to

Not only are there

with this presumed

4

special state,

but physiological. functioning

continuously varies

1n response to the suggestions which the hypnotic subject is given
and with the act1vites
Chertok

&

he 1s asked to carry out (Barber , 1961a

Kramarz, 1959).

Inasmuch as physiological

of the tra.nce-state
trance-state

indices are unavaU.able , adherents

fomulat1on

can be inferred

from tmnce-like

in body f'eel1ngs , and reports

criteria

suggested that the
appearance, changes

of having been hypnot1ged..

such as these are invalid

ded. 1n oircularity1

inferred

have frequently

However,

because they are deeply embed-

that 1s , the presence of a tmnce-state

f1'0msubjects ' trance-like

is

appearance , changes in body

feel1Dgs, and reports of having been hypnotized, and, turning
around full-circle

, these phenOlllena.a.re then explained by stating

that the subjects are 1n a trance-state

As noted previously,

(Barber, 1969).

the trance-state

that heightened responsiveness

fomulation

to suggestion is the result

operation of a unique state of consciousness .
this

that non- hypnotic subjects

should exhibit little

anesthesia , visual hallucination , selective
Exper1llental evidence, however, has failed
Rather , it has been consistently
of subjects,

of the

It follows from

response to suggestions for arm lowering and levitation

high proportion

assumes

, 1f any ,
, hand

unesia , and the like .

to support this notion.

demonstrated that a surprisingly

who have not been exposed to an hypnotic

induction procedure , respond to test-suggestions

.

For example,

Barber and Calverley (1964) found that in a group of control
subjects , simply told to ''imagine" the suggestions they were given ,
between one-third

and. one-half reported the occurrence of vivid

auditory and visual halluc1na.t1ons.

S1m1larl.Y, a nWllberof other

s
investigators
Sarbin

&:

(Anderson

3a.rb1.n, 1964a Hllga:rd

&

Anderson, 19631 Sarb1n

&

&

Tart , 1966a

Juhasz , 1967) have shown that

subjects , who have received no special prellm1nary instructions
are only slightly
gestions

less responsive to aotor.l.c and pe:roeptual sug-

than are subjects

who have received an hypnotic induction .

Even more p%0blematic for the traditional
another set of recent findings,
age subjects

,

perspective

brief instructions

to try to the best of their

is

, which encourand 1nfora

abilities

t hem that the tasks to be perfoDled are easy , enhance eubjects '
responsiveness

to suggestion to the same extent as do traditional.

hypnotic indu ction p%0cedures (Barber , 196.5a). Several trance(Evans, 19681 Hllgard , 19691 Hilga.rd

state theorists

&

Tart , 19661

Schneck, 1969s Wachtel, 1969) have argued that these findings JDaY
be the result
to

P.

state

of susceptible

trance-state

. " However, in light

cannot be inferred

seem unjustifiable
In addition
the traditional

subjects

"slipping

spontaneously in-

of the fact that the trance

without circularity

, this

ugument would

.
to demonstrating -various inadequacies

inherent

1n

conoeptual.1zat1on of hypnotism , research efforts

during the past two decades have also led to the development of a
number of nonstate fomulations .
point stresses
psychological

the sWlar1ty

In general , the nonstate view-

between hypnotic behaviors and other

phenomena and argues that hypnotic behavior can be

explained 1n texms of social psychological
specifically

constructs .

More

, one way of conceptual.1z1ng th~ hypnotic situation ,

which has gained much recognition
cognitive-behavioral

in the past few years , is the

approach (Barber , 19691 Barber

& Ham 19741

6

Barber , Spanos,

&

Chaves, 1974, Spa.nos & Barber , 1974).

approach assumes that two interrelated
sets of phenomena tmditionally

factors

associated

Thie

underlie the four

with the tea

hypnot1a ,

These a.:rea

1)

The willingness

experimenter,

of the subject

to cooperate with the

that is , the good hypnotic subject 1s an individual

who views hypnosis as 1nte:rest1ng and worthwhile and who desires
and expects to experience those things that are suggested .
2)

A shift

of everyday llfe

f:rom the pragmatic , reality-testing

to one of involvement 1n 11118g1n1ngs
related

suggestions presented by the experl.Jllenter.
carrying

orientation
to

This involves both

out and developing patte:rns of 1mag1n1ngs consistent

the suggestions and setting
world inconsistent

with

aside infoi,:nation about the real

with the suggestions .

Thus, this approach likens the responsive hypnotic subject to
an individual

in a &ovie or theater

audience who experiences

the thoughts and etiotions the actors are attempting to arouse

(Barber , 1972).

In both instances , the 1ndiv1dual is seen as one

who has positive

attitudes

, motivations , and expectancies toward

the communications he is receiving .
both are wUling to suspend a critical
tive and become imaginatively

Given this positive
, reality - testing

set ,

perspec-

involved in the communications.

In this thesis , a nU111.ber
of 1Jllplicat1ons of this nonstate

approach toward hypnotism will be considered with respect to the
developmental trends 1n suggest1b111ty .

?

II
IMAGINATIVE PROCESSES AND

THE DEVELOP
MEN
T OF SmGii.'STIBILITY
lletween the 1•n

1894 and 1940, a n•ber

aueaaing the ralat1cmah1p bnween chronologlcal.

to the type ot auggnt1ona tzadltlonally

noala.

In genenl,

ag• and naponaiven••

auoclated

vlth the vord bypan aon zu-

thee• stw!iea 1nd.loated that chUdnn

ponalve to auggestlon than an adul.ta.
1lll1ng a VS.de batter,

wen conducted

of atudl•

ot teata ot both prtury

lty dell0natzate4 that then

M... eraohll1dt (193)),

For exupl.e,

an4 aeoondary augutlbll-

at the aa•

1a a peak 1n auggeetl'blllty

d

aeven to •icht am that after the age ot twenty auggeat1'bU1t7 appean to
level ott.

rnulta

R-,aert

and Kohn (1940) confi:me4 tb1a tnnd.

obt&lne4 vlth th• h•t

reporte4

alallu

1Uua1cm tnt.

1'1ndinga 1ncl\llle Binet (1900),

on the baala of

Other ln••t.lgatore

who have

13.ruwell (19.30), GU'but

(1894), G1rou4 (1911), Guidi {1908), P&poY {1926), Boee (1908), She1'11&11
(192.S) and Slnall (1896).

One cU.fficul.ty nth aon of th"•
ed Y&ry1Jll criteria
dard1&ecl con41t1cma.

of auggeatlblllty
Recently,

•r11•r
an4 nre

nudlea 1• that they •ploycon4uct.e4 under non-atan-

howeYer, HYen atudiea

(Barber Ir Calver-

ley, 1963•Cooper & London, 1966, 19111 London, 196.Ss London 4' Cooper,

1969, Mozpn

&

Hllgard, 1973s studat,

ch1lch'en and adult•

to a ae1'!•• ot ••..Uona

the word bypnoela Ull4ar canMly

eaoh or th"•

1nYHtlgatlons

vatlona 1n that

they

1958) have uaeued

atandudlsecl

condltlona.

of

naponaN

ot the type uaoolate4

an h13hl1 conalatnt

d•onatat•

ti.

nth

The. naulta

with the earlier

ot

olliaer-

a clear developaental trend 1n auant1b11•

1tys that 1a, the aue general patten

la repeated 1n •ch

- a relatively

low leYel of auggeet1bU1ty tor thoae ln41v14uale under •lx yeara

8

of age , a rise to a. peak near the ages of nine th rough eleven , and a
progress iv e decline thereafter .
t1 b111ty appear to be fairly

contributing

Thus, the effects

well established

to this rise and fall

of a.ge on sugges-

However, the factors

.

have not re-

in suggestibility

ceived systematic cons1demt1on •

. As noted in the preceeding section,

ono way of conce-ptualizing

the hypnotic or suggestion e1tua.t1on is that · the subject shifts
from th e pmgmat1o , rea.11ty-test1ng

ortentat.ion

of everyday i 1re

to an or.lentation of make-believe .

ThtAB,in this type of s etting a

pl:'emlumis placed upon fantasy and imagination (Shor , 19.59; Spa.nos,
., Perry & Sheehan , 1970).

19731 Sutcliffe

studies

Accordingly , a. nuaber of

(Anderson, 19631 As, 19621 As, O' Hara ,

Atkinson , 19711 Barber

&

&

Calverley , l964ba Barber

Mungar , 1962s
&

Glass , 19621

Coe, 19641 Coe & Sa.rbin, 19661 J . Hilgard , 19701 19?4a Lee Teng,

19651 Barbin
&

&

L1m, 19631 Shor, Orne,

&

O'Connell , 19621 Spanos

McPeake, i n preses Spa.nos, Valois , Ham & Ham, 197Js Sutcliffe ,

Perr:,

&

Sheohan1 19701 Tellegan

the :relationship

&

Atkinson , 1974 have considered

between general capacity for imagery or fantasy

and suggestib111.ty

1n adult populations .

(1'a.rber & Calverley , 1964b) a. significant

been indicated.

(1970), J .

For instance,

Hilga:cd

With a single exception

· positive

rela.t1on haa

Barber and Glass (1962) , J . Hilgard

(19?4), Spanos

and

McPeake (1n press) , and

Tellegan and Atkinson (in press) fotmd that subjects

who tended

to .become 1mag1.nat1vely involved or absorbed 1n such everyday activities

as daydreaming, reading a novel or poetry , watch1ng or

acting in d:ramatic p1'0duct1ona, li stening to music and the like,
tended to be responsive to hypnotic suggestions .

Along slightly

9

diffe:r:ent lines , other inves t igators

(Shor , O:r:ne
, & O' Connell, 1962a

Spanos, .Yalo1s, Ham,& Ham, 19731Sutcliffe , Perry,
have obtained results

indicating

&

Sheehan, 1970)

that , for certain populations , vivid -

ness of 1.ma.ge~ is poe1t1vely coJl"l.'elated wit h s""58est1b1.11ty.
· WhUe a number of studies ha.vo attempted to assess the rel ation
of generu

capacity

ly recently

for !.m.~ry

has the direct

a.."ldfantasy

Specifically

, a series

(Spanos, 19711 Spa.nos & Barber , 19721 Spanos & Ham,197J)

ths:.t subjects

indicated

, · on-

effect · of imaginative involvement on res-

ponsiveness to suggestlon been investi gated.
of studies

s~est1bU1ty

tftth

ticns as involuntary

who 2Xper1enc~ their

oceunences

imagining which has been la~led

typically

responses to sugges •

engage in a pattern

goal-directed

fantasy .

of

Whenres -

ponding to suggestions . these subjeci-ts often irru381nesituatione ,
which if they were actually
effect. .

Thus, subjects

who passed the suggestion

reported fantasies

typically

to occur , would bring about the suggested
for am - heaviness

such as the following,

I imagi ned that there were all kinds of rocks t1ed to
my am .

It felt heavy and I could feel it golng down.

I couldn ' t stop it .
S1mllarly , subjects

(Spanos, 1971).

who passed the am-lev1tat1on

Gt.ggeSt1on commonly

gave testimony such as the followings
I imagined that my am was hollow and somebody was putting
a.ir i nto 1t , that my am wa.s hollow , there was nothing in

it , and so.mebodywas putting
In contrast
usually

to this , subjects

a& into it (Spa.nos, 1m) .

who di d not respond to suggestions

f'ailed to engage in this pattern

of imaginative responding .

10
Inetead,

th~se subjects

were either

able to adopt the attitude

of 1mag1n1~ implied by the suggestions.

Add1t1onal ev1denee relating
processes

comes fr0!ll st~es

more likely

unwilU .ng to cooperate o:r un-

to the importance of imaginative

indicating

that;

(1) suggestions

to be experll!need when they direct

are

the subject to

·en-

gage 1!!. 1ni.ag1n1ngs that are cons1stent with th-. aims of the s~est1on (Ba.rbe-r

&: Cal.verlsy

, 1969s Barber

ber , 1974r Coe, Allan, Krug

Johnson, 1973; Spanos

&

&

&

Hahn, 1962; Chaves

Nu.-rzrna.nn,
19?4: Evans

&

Barber , 19721 Spa.nos, Barber ,

to report imaginings t ha.t are more elaborate
than are those of subjects

&

of unresponsive subjects

and to becO!lleinvolved in spe cific

&

tend

and o.f longer dumt 1on

rated medium or lew 1n suggest1b111ty

jects to become involved in s~ecific

to disattend

Lang, in

subjects

(Spa.nos, 1973), and (J) the pi--oced~e most effective
th e suggestibility

Bar-

Paul , 19701

t.'pa.nos& NcPea.ke, 1974) , (2) highly suggestible

press,

&

consist

in 1ncrea.G1ng

of training

suggest ic n- related
suggestion-rel~ted.

sub-

1mag1n1ngs
1.mag1r.1ngsand

to competing thoughts and sensory input (Comm1?18
1 Fullam ,

Barber , 1973s Diamond. 1972t sachs, 1969, 1ms Sachs & Anderson,

1967).
From the above d1scus~\ion, it 1a apparent that a. major factor

level of suggestibility

detem1ning

1s the subject's

ab11111yt-0 engage in cireumscr:tbed patterns
from this
least

that the rise and fall

willingness

ef imagining.

1n suggestibility

I t follows

wlth age may, at

1n pa.rt., be due to developmental trends in oapabil1t1es

imagery and fantasy .
suggestibility

after

and

for

More spoc1f1cally , the pl:'Ogressive decli ne in
ages nine to eleven may be a result

creased developmental. trend toward
1ng which 1s inconsistent

a,

of a.n in-

mt1onal ..log1cal mode of think ..

with the involvement in 1mag1na.t1vepro-

11

ceases so 1mporta.11t in responsiveness

to suggestion.

The a.vaUa.ble data rega.:cd1ng1mag1n.a.t1vebehavior exhibited. during play and daydreaming appear to be consistent
that is , they indicate
and content

systematic

specific

developmental trends in th $ structure

of imaginative behavior.
ob!Jerveti<ms

with this hypothes1a1

For example• Piaget ' s (1962)

of overt play from b!l.th to pttberty

led him

to · conclude that symbolic play (which involved make-believ e :repreeentation

commenc~sat ab~ut the end of the f irst

of absent objects)

ye...v; th.at the S)'lllbolism in pla.y adheres ever more closel y to reality

after

about the fourth

ear, and that pla.y eventually

ldth symbolic constructions

"imagiMtive,"

near l y related. to adopted work.
and Prelinger

1mag1nat1 ve storytellL"lg

cond or third • year.

begins early

, ~1a.rkey(193.5), Pitcher

(1964) :found that

in childhood. around the se -

Also consistent

l 9JJs Smith,

and more

play, daydreaming and the capacity for

,d th Piaget' s finding

(Lehman & Witty, 1927J Je:r:sild,

those of other investigators

JersUd ,

less distorting

(1963) • Allles (1966), and Hurlock

self•1n1ti a.ted fantasylike

&

Similarly

becomes l~ss

are

Maney,

1904) 1nd1oat1ng a trend toward increasing ·

realism 1n daydmams and pllj.y between the ages of five to twelve.
In addition to obee~t1ons
1n the structure

rega.rd~ng developmental changes
.

.

a.no.content of imaginative behaviors.

have also reported belief

in the reality

may also unde:rgo changes with age .

investigators

of :fantaeylike activities

Thus, Piaget (1962) comm
ented

that :
The two- to four-year-old

child does not consider whether
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hie · ludic symbols are real or not .

He 1s aware 1n a sense

that they are not so for others , and makes no serious ef fort to per.euade the adult that they are .
1e

a quftstion which does not a.rise , be<--1'USe
symbolic play

is direct

sg,tlsfaction ••• and has its own kind of belief ,
In the case of older

which is a eubject~ve reality.

children , in whose pla.y the symbols
it is obvious that the effect

ludic belief
Jersild

But for him, it

a..'t'e

replaced by rules,

of social l1f• 1s to weaken

(p . 168).

(1957) and Yarrow (1960) are gem•rally in agre9112entwith Piaget

in pointing

out that a.a the child movas to"8.Z'd adolescence , his gorir-

lng awareness of reality

1ntrudee upon his 1.mag1n1ngsand , as a re-

sult , he tends to lose tho ability

to b8come invol ved in make-believe

so vivid that it seems almost real .
To summarize, suggestibility

1s low for those under the age of

six , rises

to a high point near the ages of nine to eleven , and pro-

gressively

declines thereafter.

Responsiveness to stggestion

appars

to involve the ca.pa.city to direct one ' s imaginings along suggested

lines and to temporarily

treat

Resoorc.'1 1n fl:"l,e fantasyllke

dual 's ability

these imaginings as real occurrences .
ac1tvity

hu

indicated

that the ind1v1-

to engage 1n structll%'eli reallty,-orlented

commencesat a.bout the age of three years and in\:reases
On the other hand, 1t has also been shown that belief

1mag1.n1ngs
thereafter.

in the reality

of these imaginings begins to decline as the child approaches adolescence .

The interplay

of these

tlTO

ca.pao1ties

may, 1n part ,

account for the developmental. trends in suggestibility.
The purpose of the present study 1s toa
(1)

Detem1ne the relat1onah1p between the passing or falling

an ideomotor (am-levitation),

a challenge

(arm-catalepsy),

of

and an
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amnesia suggestion and the presence or absence of goal-directed
tasy

1n subjects between the ages of eight to seventeen .

(2)

Detem.1.ne changes occuring in the elaborateness

goal-directed

fan-

and duration

fantasy with age and how these changes relate

of

to sugges -

t1b111ty .

It is hypothesized thats

(1)

Within each age group . subjects

who pass suggestions

levit ation . ann catalepsy . and selective
engaging in goal-directed

for

&1"11

amnesia. will tend to reporl

fantasy , whereas those who do not respond

to these suggestions will be less li .kely to engage in this pattern
of imaginative ~ond1ng

(2)

.

Within each age group , subjects

who pass each of these sugges-

tions will report engaging in goal-directed
elaborate

fantasies

that a.re more

and of lo nger duration than those of subjects who fail

these suggestions .
(3)

There will be a curvilinear

ness and duration of goal-d irected

relatioru;h1p

between the elaborate-

fantasy and age .
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III
ME.THOIX>tcx::Y

Overall Design
One hWldred subjects , (44118.les and
ages of 8 and 17 were individually

instructions

tion , an am-catalepsy
nuaber four .

in a aing].e session by one

Each subject waa adain1atered

exper.1menter ( the author) .
task-motivational

tested

.56females) , between the
standardized

followed by an am-levitation

sugges-

suggestion , and an umeaia suggestion for the

Each subject was interviewed illaediately

after

h1a re-

sponse to each suggestion .
Selection of Subjects
After arra.nge11ents have been made with school officials
least

and at

one aonth prior to conducting the expement , parents of chil-

dren f:rom participating

mission for th,ir

schools were sent a letter

child to participate

development of imaginative

in a study investigating

beha'Vior (see Appendix A).

tal nUlllber receiving pe1'1lis81on to participate
domly selected

requesting per-

from the following

age groups,

the

From the to -

, 20 subjects

were :ran-

8-9, (Groupl)s 10-11 ,

(Group 2)s 12-13 , (Group J)1 14-15 , (Group 4), 16-17 , (Group 5) .

None of the subjects were paid for their participation

.

Procedure
Preliminary
perimental

1."00ll,

ing instructions

instructions

.

Immediately upon entering

each subject was seated and adllinistered

the exthe follow-

on.11ya

I aa interested

in what is going on in peoples ' minds when

they carry out suggestions .

I ' m inte:rested

in what they are
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thinking , imagining , picturing , feeling , and saying to themselves while carrying out suggestions .

In this

experiment ,

I am going to ask you to carry out aO!llesuggestions .

me what was passing

each suggestion , I ' ll ask you to tell

through your mind while you were carrying
tion .

out the sugges -

In giving ae your answer , it ' s ver, bportant

you be honest and tell

After

that

me everything that you were think-

ing , imagining , picturing , feeling , and saying to yourself

- -

even if you think it sUly or unimportant .
Following this , each subject was asked to descrl.be in his own words
the purpose of the exper.lment.
clarlf1ed

for those who fall

The instructions

to indicate

Taak-•otiw.tion&l. instructions
tered task-•otivating
iu.tely

instructions.

JO seconds to administer

.

were re peated and

a basic Wlderetand1ng.

Next the experl.menter adminis These instructions

took approx-

and were worded in the following

manners
I

8lll

ize .

now going to test . your ability
It is really

very interesting

.

to 1.magine and to visual -

cp.dte easy and you will probably find it
All that is involved in i:esponding to

these ~uggestions is that you relax and let yourself
and picture

the things I will ask you to imagine .

1magine
Most peo-

ple are able to do this ver, well without any difficulty
Whenthey tr,

.

to the best of their ability , they are able to

imagine very vividly the things de•orl.bed to them.
to imagine to the best of your ability
gine and do the intensting

If you try

you too can easily

things I tell

you.

ima-

All I am asking
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for 1s your cooperation in helping this experiment by tr,1ng
your best to 1ug1ne what I descr1.be to you.

Nowclose your

eyes , let your whole body relax and make yourself ready to
receive the f1rat suggestion .
mediately

following coapletion of these instructions

, the subject

was adlll1n1stered the f1rat of three suggestions .

Ad.111n1stmtion ot suggestions .
was tor am - levitation .

The first

suggestion administered

This suggestion , which is sim.llar to that

employed by Barber (1969) , took approxiaatel.y 30 seconds to adJlinister and was worded in the following manner,
Hold your :r!.ght arm straight

out in front of you.

that the a:rm is becoming lighter
aovi:ng up and up.

It ' s lighter
more.

Imagine

and lighter , that

it ' s

It ' s weightless and r1.s1ng in the air .

and l ighter , r1.s1ng and lifting

It ' s lighter

and

lighter

and

more and

moving up and up.

It ' s moving up and up, more and more.

It ' s lighter

and

lighter , llOving up and up, aore and more, higher and
higher .
At the end of the '.30-second suggestion period the subject was told
"You can relax your am now. " Each subject was then questioned concerning his experiences during the suggestion interval .
this procedure , the subject

Following

was ada1nist _ered the following am - catalepsy

suggestion,
Hold your left am straight
that your

&Dl

is

out in front o'f' you.

Imagine

in a cast so that the e1bow cannot bend .

Imagine that the cast makes the

a1111

stiff , r1g1d, and 111-
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movable, it keeps the elbow from bending.

Your am cannot

bend, it ' s held tightly

and ri81d , so

b1 the cast , stiff

stiff

and rigid that it won' t bend no matter how hard you

try .

It's

by

stif:t and r.tgid , stiff

the caat .

and rigid , held tightly

The aore ;you try to bend it , the stiffer

will become.

it

You won' t be able to bend it until you hear

my finge:m snap.

The experlmanter then wa1.ted five seconds and said "Try to bend your
am , you can't . " After waiting five aore seconds , he snapped hie fin gers and instructed

the subject that he was now able to bend his am.

The subject was then interviewed concerning his experiences .

completion of this questioning , a selective
adll1n1stered.

unesia

Upon

suggestion was

This suggestion was taken verbatill from Spanos (1971)

am.was worded as follows1
I want you to foxget the nUlllberfour .

I want 1ou to wipe

the nUJ!lbercompletely froa your aind so that you are unable
to think of , recall , or :remMber the nuaber four in

any

wa,.

The nuaber four will be gone COJIIJ)letely:trom your aind .
You'll be unable to think of , recall , or rem•ber this
number 1.n any way until I instruct

you to ~ember

A:tter waiting JO seconds , the subject was instructed
from one to f'1ve.
a series

it .

to count out loud

After responding to the suggestion , he

was

again asked

of questions regarding his experiences .

Semi-structured interviews .

Each subject was interviewed on three

separate occasions durlng the course of the exper.1.Jlental session , once
atter

each suggestions.

The first

four requests for test1mony follow-
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1ng each a~est1on
(1)

wen worded 1n the following manner,

Please tell

ae honestly what was pus1ng thro~h

yo·u wen thinking

llind-what

about and saying to youraelf •

1.ug1n1ng and p1ctur.l.ng 1n your head froa

you to (illagine

your

the time I asked

that your am was r1a1ng) until

the tillle

I asked you to stop responding to th1s suggestion .

(The

phmse in bmokets will be replaced with the phrases,

imagine a cast on your arms fo1get the number four ,
following the axm-catalepay and amnesia suggestions , respectively . )

(2)

Please tell

ae more about what you were experienc -

ing during this the.

Don't leave anything out.

Tell

me everything that you can reiue11ber.
(J)

What were you bag1n1ng at this t11le? What pictures

were

in your Jl1nd?

(4)

What wen you thinking about and saying to your-

self at the tille?
Subjects , whose testillony
directed

fantasy,

indicated

that they engaged 1n goal-

were also aeked.1

Howlong did the illlage last?

During the time that you

were responding to this suggestion,
(brief
tire

description

did you imagine

of reported imagining) for the en-

tlme, most of the time , half

of the the , or

only a short part of the time?
The questioning

who eit;her clearly

was tem1nated

at this point for those subjscts

did or did not report goal-directed

fantasy .
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Subjects who did not supply detailed
pementer

enough info:mation

to unaab1guously aake this

ailled. at clarifying

their

reports .

judgaent

were asked questions
took the form ot

These questions

asking the subject to desoribe aore fully certain

tor the ex-

aspects of his ex-

perience .
Dependent Variable~

The major dependent variables

in this study included.a

usesaed

(a) subjects ' overt response to the am-levitation
and amnesia suggestions,

(b) subjects ' testilllony for goal - directed

fantasy in response to these suggestions,
ported goal-directed
directed

, arm-catalepsy ,

fantasies,

(c) elabomteness

and (d) dumtion

of reported goal -

fantasies .

Ove;t response to am ..levitation , am•catalepsy
suggestions .
Subjects were scored as passing the am-levitation
their

raised

period.

of re-

1

and amnesia

suggestion if they

am four inches or more during the JO-second suggestion

Sub,iects were scored as passing the a:nn•catalepsy sugges-

tion if they failed

to noticeably

bend their

fore the experimenter snapped his :f'1ngers.

am at the ellx>w be-

Subjects were scored

ae passing the amnesia suggestion if they failed

to say the number

four while counting out loud from one to five .

Assessment of goal - directed
the cha.mcterist1cs

fantasy .

of goal-directed

Spanos (1971) (see Appendix B).

A scoring aanual describing

fantasy has been developed by

The experimenter used this manual

in jmg1ng subjects ' testimony following each suggestion for the presence or absence of goa.l-d1reoted fantasy .
the 1nter-mter

rel1ab1.lity

cond independent rater

In o1'der to establish

of the experl.Jlenter's

post-experimentally

judged

judgments , a sethe tape-recoJ:ded
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verbal interchanges
tion .

obtained after

the administmtion

of each sugges -

Discordant judgments were resolved by ase1gn1ng the eubject the

average of the two ratings .
Assessment of du:ca.tion.
in goal-directed

Subjects who indicated

that they eng88ed

fantasy we:re asked to approximate the duration of

this experiences that is , they were asked to jmge whether the flmtasy lasted

for the entire

t1ae they were responding to the suggestion ,

for most of the time, for half of the time , or for only a short part

of the time .

These alternatives

we:re scored 4,

J, 2, and l , respec-

tively .
Reliability

of Goa.l-D1;rected Fantasy Ratings and Elabo:mteness

of Suggestion-Related
a total

of 300 verbal interchanges

lfa.6

imaginings .

shown for both .

choices

The two judges mted

for the presence or absence

fantasy , and the elabomtenese

of goal-directed
related

Imaginings Ratings.

(97%of the

A high level of inter-mter

agreement

The judges agreed on 292 of their
t11le) that goal-directed

not displayed in subject ' s testiaony
respect to ratings

of suggestion-

fantasy was or waa

(r~-0 . 94) .

of level of elaborateness

JOO mting

Similarly , with

of suggestion-related

Ul881nings displayed in subject ' s testillony , the judges agreed
on 270 of their

300 mt1ng choices

(90%of the time) {r-0. 93).
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IV
RESULTS

As noted 1n the preceeding
to all subjects

administered

tive amnesia suggestion .
catale psy suggestion

jects

during the experimental

suggestion , and am-catalepsy

am - levitation

subjects,

section , three suggestions

Initial

inspection

were

session

- an

suggestion , and a selecof the data f:rom the &Dl-

that it was passed by almost all of the

indicated

that is , 1n none of the five groups did •ore than three sub-

fall

to meet the crl.terl.a

for passing this suggestion .

fically , the nU1:1berof subjects
through 5 was 1 , 2, O, 3, and

failing

J,

this

suggestion

respectively .

Speci-

in Gmups 1

This may have been due

to the fact that this suggestion , unlike the other two, 1nclude<l an
explicit

goal - directed

fantasy .

However, whatever the reason , because

of the extremely low rate of failure
aider:lng the relationships
and duration

on this

of goal-directed

with responsiveness

euggestion , analyses confantasy , elaborateness

could not be perfonned .

,

Therefore ,

the am - catalepsy data were not analyeed or included. in this

report .

Goal.-D1rected Fantasy and Responsiveness to suggest ion
Table l shows the relationship

between goal-directed

subjects ' tendencies

to pass or fall

for each age group .

Fisher exact probability

these data clearly
this suggestion

indicate

tests

suggestion

per.fomed on

that , in ea.ch age group , subjects

tend to report goal-directed

do not pass usually fail
gro11p).

the am-levitation

fantasy and

to report

who pass

fantasy while those who

such fantasy

(p<. 005 for each age
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TABL
E l

Relationship Between Perfoma.nce on the A:mLevitation Suggestion and Engagement 1n GoalDirected Fantasy for Ea.ch Age Group

GoalDirected

Fantasy
Present
Passed

Suggestion

Failed

Suggestion

GoalDirected
Fantasy

Absent

Group 1 (8-9)

6

2

Group 2 (10-11)

8

3

Group 3 (12-13)

11

0

Group 4 (14-15)

7

0

Group .5 (16-17)

8

0

Group 1 ( 8-9)

0

12

Group 2 (10- 11)

1

8

Group 3 (12-13)

2

7

Group 4 (14-15)

1

12

Group 5 {16-17)

4

8
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The relatioMhip
directed

of goal.-

fantasy in subjects • testimony and passing or failing

selective
tests

between the presence or a~ence

amnesia suggestion

indicate

in this respect

1s displayed in Table 2.

that subjects

who pass or fall

(p<.os, p<. 0011

p( . 0251

the

Again , Fisher

this suggestion

differ

051 and p<. 025 for Groups

5, respectively) .

1 through

TABLE

2

Relati~nship Between Perfomance on the Selective
Amnesia Suggestion and Engagementin Goal-Directed.
Fantasy for Ea.ch Age Group

Goal-

Goal•

Directed
Fantasy

Directed

Pl'Osent

Passed

Suggestion

Failed

Suggestion

Fantasy
Absent

Group l ( 8-9)

7

J

Group 2 (10-ll)

12

0

Group J (12-1'.3)

10

0

Group 4 (14-15)

9

0

Group 5 (16-17)

6

0

Group l (8-9)

2

8

Group 2 {10- 11)

l

7

Group '.3 (12-1'.3)

5

.5

Group 4 (14-1.5)

6

5

Group 5 (16-17)

5

9
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The testimony of subjects

who paesed these two suggestions

Yith the exception of .5 subjects

remarkably uniform .

suggestion and 3 on the selective

levitation

these su1'ject .s reported visually
were actually
effects .

waa

on the an -

amnesia suggestion ,

imagining situations

which, if they

to occur , would lead them to exper.tence the suggested

For example, one subject who passed the am-levitation

suggestion provid .ed the following fantasy report
I felt

1

like I was some kind of leaf and the tree just

threw me off .

At f1ret I felt

really

heavy.

Then

all of a sudden a big gust of wind just threw me up
off the ground and I just started

spinning and spinning

and I couldn ' t stop going up ••••

I could see trees ,

big , big , big trees and all the other leaves were watching
me.

Like I was the only one and I kept going up and up.

Then when you said to let it (my am) drop , the wind
died and I fell .

It was like it was as high as I could

go and that was all .

I just crushed and fell

to the

ground .
The testimony of other subjects
refere nces to their
attached

who passed this •uggestion

ams being hollow , changing into wings , or being

to kites and balloons .

Along similar

lines , the most fre-

quent report of subj ects who passed the selective
was

that

included

they imagined a number line with either

missing or disappearing

amnesia suggestion
the 4 1n1t1al.ly

by various means (e . g ., :fading out , erased ,

crossed out, wa.lk1ng away).
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In cGD
tmat

to the reports of subjects who paased these sugges-

tions , the test1aony or those who failed was :rather varied .

In a few

instances , subjects indicated that they were not aotivated to cooperate .

For the aost part , however, their testiaony

shoved that they

were well aotivated but unable to devise a strategy that would lead
them to successfully

experience the suggested effects .

The follow-

ing report 1a chamcter1et1ca
Sa I waa like saying to ayaelf "I hope I don' t rea•ber
the nuaber four untU the person ( experiaenter) instructs
Ile to" and I juat kept saying

"I hope I don' t remember

that number. " But no matter how bud I tried I couldn ' t
f'oxget.
Ea Howdid you go about trying

to foxget?

Sa Just by saying 1n •Y head "l., 2, 3, 5• ••1 , 2,

3,5• •• " over and over again .
Et

And did this wom?

Sa No, all I could see was this big nunber 4 coaing
at ae .
Aa

directed

I couldn ' t knock out the 4.

shown 1n Tables 1 and 2 1 eight subjects engaged 1n goalfantasy but falled the am - levitation

engaged in such tantaay but failed the selective
tion .

suggestion and 19
aanesia sugges -

On the whole, the test1aony of these subjects waa like that

of those who passed the suggestion with one 1Jlportant. exception -aoat were unable to maintain their fantasy throughout the entire
time in which' they were responding to the suggestion .

The re-

port of the following subject who failed the am -levitation
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suggestion is Ulwstmtive1
"I pictured a stage with purple velvet curtains
at a school I used to go to .

I could see an

ald.ience and a magician and he waa levitating
my whole body • not just ay a111.

I could aee

myself' a1tting on a bench and I was being lifted .
I started

to aove just a tiny bit and then it

(the picture)

juat stopped .

That ' s when I not -

iced that there waa no sensation of rq

a1'll

ting any lighter , as a matter of fact,

it was

getting to feel nuab and heavier.
contradicted

get -

Everything

itself . "

S1•1larly , in all but three instances , aubjeote who failed the
selective
fantasy

amnesia euggestion but reported engaging in goal - directed
indicated tha.t at some point during the suggestion the

number four reappeared in their fantasy.
As noted earlier , a am.all proportion of

subject■

the suggestions without engaging 1n goal-directed

passed each of

fantasy .

tion of this testimony did not indicate that specifiable
atmtegy had been employed.

Examina-

alternative

Instead , these subjects gene1"8lly in-

dicated that they had silllply overtly cOJ1plied without actually

ex-

periencing the suggested effects .
Elaborateness and Du:ration of Fantasy and Responsiveness to Suggestion
Subjects testimony following each auggeat1on
elaborateness

of fantasy

was

rated for

according to the cr1.terl.a descrl.bed in

25
Appendix B.

Mann-WhitneyU tests were perfomed on these data to

dete:m1ne whether the fantasy reports of subjects who paesed each
auggeat1on differed

1n this respect from those who failed .

3 &Ulllll&rlzea
these analyses

for the a%11-levitat1on and selective

umeaia suggestions by age group.

shown 1n this table , each

Aa

of these analyses proved significants

that is , for all ages , sub-

jects who passed either the am-levitation
selective

Table

suggestion or the

amnesia suggestion were found to engage 1n more elaborate

fantasy than those who failed to pass these suggestions .
TABLE

3

Summar.,of Mann-WhitneyU Teats Gomparlng the

Elaborateness of Fantasy Reports Provided by
Subjects Wh
o Passed the AD-Levitation and Select i ve Alllnesia Suggestions With that of
Subjects WhoFailed

Age Groups

Slll of Ranks
for Subjects

Sumof Banka
for Subjects
who Passed
who Failed
ABM-LEVITATION
SmGESTION

u

p

1 (8-9)

120. 0

90. 0

12. 0

. 01

2 (10-ll)

149. 5

60. 5

15. 5

. 01

3 (12-13)

146. o

64.o

19. 0

. 025

4 (14-15)

u6 . 5

93. 5

2. 5

.001

5 (16-17)

116. 0

94. 0

16. 0

. 01

26.o

. 0.5

8• .5

. 001

SllLECTIVE
AMNESIA
SOOGESTION
l {8-9)

129. 0

81. 0

2 (10-ll)

165•.5

44• .5

3 (12-13)

137. 0

-,,.o

18.0

. 01

4 (14-15)

130. 0

ao.o

1~.o

. 01

.5 (16-17)

95. 0

u5 . o

10 . 0

. 01
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To provide some appreciation
i n sub ects, t

i mo y along this dimensio n, th e followi

c :tpts froJl rep ort
tiv

re

amn s

for the dif ferences which exiet

gathered after

suggestion .

1ni

are ex-

ration of th

The

00

el c-

O, 1 , 2, and

ecti vel .
Sub ect

l a I tri ed o fo

a.ying to

t t e nUl!l

4. I kept

yself , "Forget th e number 4, there ' s no

uch thi ng a

nUl!l r 4 , i t do n' t

st . "

I coul d t i nk of was 4 - 4 - 4••••

I kept

big number 4.

That ' s all

could

ut

11

eeing th i a

1ctUX"eand I couldn 't

get rid of it .

Subject # 21 Whenyou first

said that there was no 4,

I could see a whole mess of sticks .
set with on stick,

Th re was one

anothe r set with two t icks,

a set with three stick s , and a set with five sticks .
I was just pic t uring that when you aaid to count 1 to 5.
Subject # 3• At first

I was picturing

everything

black except for a nlllber line that went 1,2, J , 4 , 5
all the way up to 10.

Then the number4 went away,

1t kinda faded out s o I couldn 't se
the 3 and the 5 aoved together

S,6 and

so on.

it anymore and

so it would say 1 , 2, J ,

Then I was just counting to myself

"1,2,3,5,6•••• "
Subject # 41

I was 1118gin1nga whole group of mn -

bers in this pla yground with swings and everything .

J,

The little

n\Jllbers were cha ing on
w res

so

4

I saw t

tt 1ng around
king dovn t hi

vi

1t.

e

until

an

re .

the dark

nks of

e hi

and

walking
t the road and

I

wondering

He just kept waling.

napsa ck and th e corn rs of hi

hung down 11k he
1ng an

goi

us

don th

why they d dn ' t want hi .

a little

a cigare te .

road , j

goi ng like nobody want
I couldn ' t

other around

ead.

really

He

were

He uet kept walk-

walking and get 1ng mailer

smaller until

he

was gone.

Additio nal examples of testimony associated
rating fo r this

Appendix

and the am-levitation

with

ach elaborateness

suggestion may be found in

c.

After raspond ing to quest io ns regarding the content of their

f ntasy
this

er1enc , su ject

response .

tests.

were asked to judge the duration of

ann- Whitney U
These data. were also analyzed by .M

A summary of this analysis

indicated

in thi

table , for all ages , subjects

levit ation and/or the selective
tasi

may be found in Table 4.

A3

who passed the am -

amnesia suggestion reported f n-

of longer durat ion than those who failed .
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ry o
nn-Whitn y U ests
r1
of Fantasy R ports Provided by Sub ect
- evitati on an d eleo iv
esia
That of Sub ect Wh
o ailed

Ag

th
uration
ho Passed the
tio

ugg

roups

1th

u

p

12. 0

. 01

A

120.

90.

2 (10-11)

150 . 0

6

.o

15. 0

. 01

J (12- lJ)

152. 0

58. 0

13. 0

.01

4 (14-15)

118. 0

92. 0

1. 0

. 001

5 16-17)

122. 5

87. 5

9. 5

. 01

1 (8-9)

132. 0

78. 0

23. 0

. 025

2 (10-11)

169. 0

41. 0

5.0

. 001

J (12 -1 .3

134 . 0

76.0

21. 0

. 025

4 (14-15)

123. 0

87.

21. 0

. 025

5 1 17)

103.5

l 6. 5

1.5

. 001

1

9)
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Elaborateness

and Duration of Fantasy and

TABLE

ye 1

5

Mean El.~bora.teness and Duration Scores

Mean
El.abomtsnass
Scores
ARM•LEVITATION
SmGESTION

Mean
Dura.tion
scores

1 (8--9)

o.40

o.ao

2 (10-11)

o.ao

1. ,0

'.3(12·1'.3)

0.90

1.80

4 (14-15)

0. 50

0. 85

5 (16-17)

0.75

1.35

Age Croups

SELECTIVE
AMNESIA
SOOGESTION

1 (8--9)

o. ao

1.10

2 (10-11)

1.65

2. 00

J (12-13)

1.40

2. 00

4 (14-15)

1. 25

1. 80

5 (16-17)

o.ao

1.10

1A paraaetr1o statistic
has been eaployed to teat the hypothesis
regam1ng the relationship
between elabomteneas and duration of
fantasy and age. 'lbe reason for this is that no nonp&DURetric
statistic
is available for dete:m1n1ng whether the relationship
between two variables 1a cU%'YU.inear
. While the variables of
elabomteness and duration are , in all prol:ability , measured 1n
a subinterval type scale , papere by Gaito (1959, 1960) and others
(Boneau, 19611 Keapthome , 19551 Lord , 1953) strongly suggest
that proba.bUity state11ents derived f1"011the application of pan aetric statistical
tests are little
affected by the choice of a
scale of measurement for analysis .

Mean E:l.a.bomtenessand duration scores for each age gxoup
on the axm-lev1tation and selective

uneaia

ported in Table .5, and shown gmphically
dicated , both the elaborateness
ponse to the am-levitation

and

suggestions are re-

in Figure 1.

As

in -

duration of fantasy in res-

&Qggest1onare lowest at the ages of

8 to 9, r1se to a peak at the ages of 12 to 1.3, and decline there-

after .

A

shilar

age trend is shown for elaborateness

of fantasy in response to the selective

and duration

aanes1a suggestion .

It

should be noted , however, that the peak occurs at a somewhat earlier age , around the years of 10 to 11.

en

ti1

8
~

en

2

I

Fig . 1.
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Correlation ratios were computed to determine whether there
was

a significant

curvilinear

of :fantasy respon.'9eand age.
one of the relationships

relat1onsh1p between these d1Jllensiona
These analyses indicated that only

was s1gn1:ficant .

A significant

positive

relat1onsh1p was :found between the elaborateness of fantasy in
response to the selective

amnesia suggestion aud age (E- . Jl ,

F-2. 61, df-4 ,95, p<. 05) . Moreover, this relationship
to be significantly

was found

nonlinear (F•2 . 76, df-3 , 9.5, p<. 05) • The

remaining relat1onsb1ps , while 1n the saae direction , were indica -

ted to b9 nons1gn1ficants that 1a, then
significant

relationship

is a positive but non-

between a) both elaborateness and duration

of fantasy response to the am - levitation

suggestion and age (ID- •'l:l,

r-1 . 90, d:f'-4,95, p<. 13) , and b) duration of fantasy in response
to the selective
p<. 10) .

amnesia suggestion and age (e- . 28, F-2 . 14, df"-4, 95,
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V

DISCUSSION
Within each age group, aubJecte who paaa each of

Hypotheaia # 11

the suggestions will tend to report epgaging in goal-directed
whereas those who do not respond will be lesa likely

fantasy.

to

engse 1n this pattern of imaginative responding.
Betore preoeed1ng to the discussion of reaulta relating
hypothesis . it would appear to

be

to thia

worthwhile to br1etl.y reconsider

the findings fi-oa lfh1ch it was dmwn.
In geneml.

atldies

directed fantasy
associated

and

focusing on the re1•tionehip

the tendency to pasa suggeetiona t:rad1tionally

with the tem hypnosis have

The first

been

conducted along two lines .

appl.'O&Ch
bas consisted of assessing

between engaging in spontaneously devised. fantasy
to

paaa

or fail

between goal•

suggestions .

In his first

the relationship
and

the tendency

study. Spanos (1971)

demonatmted that subjects who pasa aeveml types of suggeations
tend to mport goal-directed

fantasy

that those who fall

and

them

do not mport such stmtegy.

Since then. a number of other atudies

have replicated

(Barber

this relation

Spanos. 19731Spanos

&

&

Spanos. 19721Buckner. 19741

Haa. 19731Spanos, SpUlane

&

In cont:raat, the second 1nveat1gat1ve approach
the cmpar1son of the extent to which an explicit
111agin1ng1s provided by a auggestion
For exaaple, Coe, et al .
woms

and

and

McPeake, 1974).
baa

entailed

atmtegy for

aubjects ' responsiveness .

(1974) counted. the nuaber of specific

nod1f1e:rs 1n a series of suggestions that would lead

-

-------

subjects to engage in goal-directed
relationship

fantasy .

'Ibey found a direct

between the degree to which a suggestion contains

such aaterl.al , and subjects ' tendency to report goal-directed
tasy and successfully

respond to the suggestion .

fan•

other stmies

have directly

manipulated the presence or absence of an explicit

goal-directed

fantasy in suggestions for am-levitation

, am-

oatalepsy , amnesia, and analgesia (Chaves & Barber , 19741
Spanos

&

Barber , 19721 Spanos, Horton,

&

Chaves, in preses Spanos,

Spillane ,

&

reached•

suggestions which provide task-relevant

McPeake, 1974).

In each the S&llleconclusion was
fantasy

are more

readily experienced than suggestions that do not provide such fan•
tasy .
'!bus, several studies employing different

methods and sug-

gestions under various conditions (1. e., both hypnotic and nonhypnotic) have consistently

shown that goal-diNCted

fantasy func-

tions as a cognltive atmtegy enhancing response to suggestion .
However, this research , like aoat psychological research , hastested subjects drawn from a rather restricted
between the ages of 18 and 21.
was to detemne

population - stments

One purpose of the present atuly

whether these findings could be extended to aub--

jeots from lover age levels (i . e., subjects between the ages of 8
and

17).
As predicted , irrespective

successfully

to the am-levitation

of age , subjects who responded
and/or selective

amnesia sugges-

tion typically

reported spontaneously devising and carrying out a

goal-directed

fantasy , whereas those who failed to respond usually

JS

reported engaging in aome other ·pattem
portance , the content of subjects'

of activity .

test11lony

was

to that reported 1n previous 1nvestigations .
and h1a associates
Spillane,

&

Of equal im-

remarkably s1.JIU.ar

For example, Spanos

(Spanos , 1971, 19731 Spanos

McPeake, 1974) found that subjects

&

Ham, 19731 Spanos,

exhibited amnesia tor

a nursery myae or the number four when the1 f'alled

to visualize

this material while attempting to recite

In the present

or count .

study, this type of stmtegy was also employed by alllost all of the
subjects who paased the selective
this investigator

amnesia suggestion ,

and othere have f'olmd the falling

SiaSlarly ,

of a suggestion

to be associated

with either a) a lack of motivation to coopemte ,

b) the inability

to adopt a make-believe orientation,

ab1llty

to maintain a task-relevant

and maintaining a goal-directed

Thus, it seems reason -

fantasy .

able to conclme that across a considerable

or c) the 1n-

age range, engaging in

fantasy facilitates

response to a

variety of suggestions.
Hypothesis#
suggestion

Withineach age smup, aubJectswho paeg each
will report engy:ing in goal-directed f'antaai1s that
2a

a.remore elaborate
who fail

and of longer dumtion than those of sub.iects

the suggestions .

Whlle 1t 1a olear that merely engaging in goal-directed
tasy enhances reapons1venesa , a number of theorists

that the extent to which subjects

have suggested

become absorbed or involved in

such fantasy may also be an important variable
ponse to suggestion.

fan-

1n detem1n1Dg res-

'!bus, Sarbin and Coe (1972) have pzoposed

J?

the 11kel1hood of responding successfully

to the suggest i on, b)

the extent to which the response 1a experienced as an involuntary
occur.rence, c) the degree to which the 1mag1n1ngsare defined as
real events, and d)the l1kel1hood of passing more difficult
gestions .

sug-

These findings are complimented by those of As (1962),

J. H1lgaxd (1970), and Tellegan and Atkinson (1974), indicating
that hypnotic susceptibility

may be predicted from degree of 1mag1n-

ative involvement 1n activities

outside the hypnotic situation .

Twoaspects of involvement in suggestion-related
as

imaginings ,

conceptualizEld. by Spanos and Barber (1974) , were assessed 1n

the present study-elaborateness

and duration

dicted , findings regarding the relation

of fantasy .

between imaginative involve-

aent and response to suggestion were replicated
jects from lower age levels .

Irrespective

passed suggestions for am-levitation
fantasies

As pre-

and extended to sub-

of age , subjects who

and selective

amnesia reported

that were sign1f1cantly aore elaborate and of longer dm:a-

tion than those of subjects who failed these suggestions .
finding is reinforced by two additional
as noted earlier

'lbis

aspects of the data .

F1nt ,

in the discussion , subjects who failed to success-

fully respond but reported engaging in goal-directed

fantasy indicated ,

tor the most part , that they were unable to ignore contradictory
fomation and maintain their fantasy .

in •

Second, Spanos, Spillane , and

McPeake (1974) demonstrated that when subjects are provided with goal•
directed fantasy as a strategy , they tend to become more involved

JB

1n responding to the suggestion and are more likely
the suggeeted effects

to eXperlence

than are subjects not provided with a strategy.

In the pres ent study, data fJ:OJDthe am-catalepsy

suggestion could

not be analyzed because almost all of the subjects passed it .
suggestion , unlike the other two, provided an explicit
fantasy as a strategy.

This

goal-directed

Taken together , there seems to be strong

support for the notion that involvement 1n suggest1on - i:elated 1mag1n1ngs 1s an important factor in detemining

response to suggestion

at all age levels .
Hypothesis # 31 There is a cum.linear relationship
the elaborateness
As

stuiies

and

duration of goal-directed

will be recalled
have repeatedly

from an earlier

between

fantasy and age .

section 1n this report ,

shown suggestibility

early- adolescence and to decline therea.fter .

to rise to a peak during
Recently, J. Hilgard

(1970) proposed an explanation ~or this developmental trend based
on the concept of imaginative involv8Jllent.

Specifically , she has

suggested thata
" ••• The conditions
tication

of increasing

rational

sophis-

and the needs for competency and achieve-

ment bring with them a decline in wondexmenta
these changes with age somehowcounteract

the

imaginative involvements so important in hypnosis
and substitute

for them interactions

on a reality

level that makes hypnosis 1ncreas1ngly difficult"

' P• 189)•

While the developmental 11temture
activity

indicates

relating

to f'X'eefantaaylike

that J . Hllgard ' s hypothesis is plausible , prior

to this investigation , no direct test had been attempted .
The prediction

regarding the relationship

ment in suggestion-related

between involve-

imaginings and age received only partial

support 1n the present study .

Age trends in elaborateness

tion of fantasy in response to both the am-levitation
amnesia suggestion were consistent
ness to suggestions

and dura-

and selective

with those reported for responsive-

that is , these scores were cbaraoter.tstically

low for the youngest subjects , rose to a peak around the ages of 10
to 12, and declined thereafter .

However, correlat1onal

d1cated that only for elaborateness

of fantasy in response to the

amnesia suggestion was there a significant

selective

lation with age.

analysis in•

The remaining relationships

re-

curvilinear

, while in the same

direction , did not achieve conventional levels of significance .

no definitive

Thus,

statement can be made regarding developmental trends 1n

1maginat1ve involvement and its relation

to changes in responsiveness .

However, :further research along these lines does seem.to be warranted
in light of the internal

consistency of the data and the fact that

elaborateness and duration measures reached their peak within the aue
age :range previously demonstrated for response to suggestion .
considerations
1)

'l'No

which aay prove to be of value in this wol.'ft 1ncltde1

Examining variations

ac::rosa one-year rather than two-

year age groups . Previous stui:tes have demonstrated s1gn1f1cant
changes 1n suggestibility

using multiple-year

age groups .

However,

40

it appears that this technique may have the effect
and significant
2)

differences

of masking real.

between ages within these groups .

Employing a la.zger lattery

of test

examining developmental trends in s~estibllity

suggestior..s .

studies

have typically

em-

ployed 8- to 12-item scales and report changes in terms of total
scale scores .

It 1s therefore

across ages reflect
suggestions .

variations

possible that findings

of differences

in only a few, mther than all ,

VI
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Al'PENDIXA

Fo:rmLetter Requesting Participation

Dear Parent a

I am Martin Ham, a. graduate student 1n psychology at the
University of Rhode Island . Currently , I am conducting a Master's
thesis study which is concerned with the development of 1.mae;inative
behavior . In omer to complete this work, it is necessary for••
to test a fairly large number of 1nd1v1duals betwettn the ages of
eight to seventeen. I would very aucb appreciate 1t if you would
permit your eon or daughter to take part 1n this study. Testing
will take place at the school during regular school hours and will
only require approxuately
twenty minutes. During this time , your
son or daughter will be asked 1!2 penonal questions and all findings
will remain confidential . By a1gning the attached permission slip,
you will allow •• to place ;your son or daughter ' s name into a pool
along with those ofhers who have received permission . From this
pool the necessary nuaber of 1nd1v1duals will be selected at nndom. Please retUJ:n the consent slip to the Main Office .
Thank

you for your time and consideration .

I heroby give my consent for _________________
to participate

_______

_

in a study conducted by Martin Ham at ________

_

(name of school).

Date of Bixth __________

_

Parent. __________

Stmy Perl.ode.________

_

Date.__________

TESTING
WILLBE OONE
IN THEOONFERENCE
ROOM
IN THEMAINOFFICE.

_

_
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Appendix B

Manual for Scoring Goal-Directed Fantuy 2
The purpose of this manual is to teach individuals
verbal testimony of subjects
aence of goal-directed

administered

fantasy .

As raters

test suggestions

for the pre-

you will be presented with

of an experimenter and his subjects . and you

the verbal transactions
will be asked to indicate

whether or not the transaction

that the subject engaged 1n a pattern
fantasy .

to score the

The experimenter-subject

of activity

transactions

indicates

labeled goal-directed
you will be asked to

rate were gathered in a study which possessed the following characteristics .

(a)

Subjects were administered

ideo-motor suggestions ,

challenge suggestions , and an amnesia suggestion .
responded to each suggestion , subjects

(b)

After they had

were asked to report what had

been passi11g through their minds while they had been respond111gto
the suggestion .

(c)

After the subject reported what had been pass-

ing through his mind the experimenter often asked him to elaborate

on

his answers .
As raters

you will be presented with separate pieces of paper

one piece at a time .

Fach piece of paper contains the verbal tr&n8-

act1on which ocoured. between the experimenter and a subject after

subject had responded to a single test suggestion .

the

Thus each piece

of paper contains a subject ' s verbal response to the experimenter ' s
request that he (the subject)

report what was passing through his

2Ths.s manual was constructed by Dr. N.P. Spanos of the Medfield
Fotmda.t1on and has been 1nclu:ied verbatim 1n this report with
his knowledge and pem1sa1on .

4J

mind while he was resp onding to the teat suggestion .

at.oh piece of

paper also contains all further questions asked by the experlllenter
about the subject ' s response to the particular

suggestion , and all of

the subject ' s verbal responses to these questi ons by the expementer .
Each piece of paper is to be rated separately for the presence or alr
sence of goal-directed

fantasy .

Defining Characteristics

of Goal-Directed Fantasy

A subject is to be jooged as having engaged in goal-directed
tasy if the verbal transaction

fan-

between experiementer and subject in-

dicates that the subject created in fantasy or imagination a E1tuat1on
which, if it were to occur in the "objective" world , would be expected
by ths subject to produce the behavior called for by the test

tion .

sugges-

For example, if a heavy brick were to be placed on top of a

subject ' s outstretched

am , the axm would feel heavy and would be

lowered by the weight of the brick .

Thus, a subject administered a

test suggestion of axm lowering would be scored as engaging in goaldirected fantasy if he stated that , while responding to the suggestion ,
he 1.Jnagined that a heavy brick had been placed on his am .

However,

a subject who stated that he lowered his am simply because it be-

came heavy, and further indicated that it became heavy simply because
it was outstretched , would~
directed fantasy .
jectively

The latter

heavy .

scored as having engaged in goal-

subject simply reported what was olr

trues that 1s , an outstretched

%'81118.ins
outstretched .
situation

be

am will become heavy 1f it

The subject did ,!!21 conatruct in fantasy a

which, if it were "i:eal" would lead to his am becoming

44

The following experlJnenter-subJect

transaction

that the subject employed goal - directed. fantasy .

is one indicating
A subject adm1nie-

tered the suggestion that he would be unable to stand up from his
chair reports a

s.

There were ropes tying me to the cha.1r so I couldn ' t stand .

El.

Could you see the ropes , in your mind I mean?

s.

No, I couldn ' t see them really , it was more llke I could feel them.
I felt

E.

like I was tied .

You didn ' t have a mental picture

of yourself

being tied to the

chair?

s.

It wasn' t a picture

exactly .

I knew there were the ropes , I could

feel them pressing against me when I tried

to move, but I don' t

think I had any pictures .
The above excerpt is scored as evidencing goal-directed
despite

the fact that the subject denied engaging in visual imagery.

It is important for the rater ,S2i to identify
imagination with visual imagery .
visual imagery .
fantasy

fantasy

the texma fantasy and

Fantasy can occur in the ab!Senceof

The above example is scored as indicating

goal-directed

because the subject gave evidence of having constructed

imagination
situation

in

(but in this ca.ae without th• use of visual imagery) a

which, if it were to really

occur , would prevent h111frolll

standing up.
The rater must keep in mind that the subject may engage in fantasy that

exhibiting

is not goal •·directed .
goal-directed

fantasy .

Such responses are scored as not
The foll()wing is an example of
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fantasy which is not goal-directed
gestion that his outstretched

s.

.

A subject

administered

the sug-

aJ:mSwould move apart reportsa

I could imagine my az,ns, and then I just

saw them begin to

move apart .
E.

You saw them?

s.

In my mind, I saw them, they just started

E.

Did you imagine anything else , anything in relation

to move.
to your

ams moving?

s.

No, nothing else.

E.

Just your ams moving?

s.

Yes.
The above tra.nss.ction is sooxed as .!!Q! indicating

goal -directed

fantasy because the subject did not create an iJna81nary situation
if it were real , would cause his am.s to move apart .
stated

which,

Had the subject

that ha imagined a force acting on his hands to move them apart

then , the tmnsa.ction

would have indicated

goal-directed

It is important to point out that goal-directed
not involve imaginary situations
necessarily

which actually

have a high prooo.bility

Instead , the imaginary situations
reason it~

could occur or which

must be such that 1f , for some
world , it would be expected

to lead to the behavior called for by the test
following 1s an example of goal-directed
world .

fantasy need

of occurring in the real world .

to occur in the objective

occur in the objective

fantasy .

suggestion .

The

fantasy which could not

However, if the objective

world were
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to somehowchange so that the events to be described~

occur ,

then the behavior implied by the following tes~ suggestion would be
A subject told that he would be unable to bend his out-

expected .

stretc hed ai,n reports ,
s.

I could see JJ.Yam clearly

in 11y mind.

straight , but it got etmnge and started

I was holding it out
to change.

E.

How did it start

to change?

s.

Well, its funny, but 1t became steel , like my am turned into
steel .

E.

Could you imagine it clearly?

s.

I could see it , it was steel , a long piece of steel , m.y8.%111became steel .

The above described set of events obviously could not occur 1n the real
world .

That 1s , in the objective

piece of ste~l ,

world , one' s arm never tums into a

Nonetheless , responses such as the one above are

scored as exhibiting

goal-directed

fantasy because the situation

described , !f 1t were for some reason (however far-fetched)
would be expected to lead to the behavior implied by the test

to occur ,
sugges-

tion ,
It is important for the rater
directed

fantasy may constitute

by the subject .

to realize

that reports of goal-

only a part of the response emitted

The subject my also state a great deal more which

is unrelated to the presence or absence of goal-directed
In such cases the tmnsaction
directed
sists

fantasy ,

should bo :rated as indicating

goal-

fantasy despite the fact that the subject ' s response con-

of other COlllponentsas well ,

The following 1• an example
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of a transaction

which includes not only goal -di rected fantasy but

other responses as well .

A

subject told that he would be unable to

stand up from hi s chair reportsa

s.

Whenyou first

told me I couldn ' t stand up I wasn' t sure whether

I could or not .

I sort

of tried to tell

myself that I couldn ' t

stand .
E.

What was passing through your mind at the time?

s.

That I wanted to please you, and that I knew that I wasn' t
supposed to stand up.

E.

Were you imagining or pict uring anything?

s.

Yes.

I could see myself tied to the chair with heavy chains .

This kept me from standing

The above transaction
tasy regardless

up.

would be scored as indicating

goal - directed

fan -

of the fact that there were other 1mportant component•

to the response .
Occasionally , subjects
shift

will engage in goal - directed · fantasy , then

from this fantasy frame of reference to an objective

reference

and , then , while operating from the objective

ference deny the reality

of their

scored as exhibi ting goal-directed

fantasy .

fantasy which the subject himself negates while

be unable to stand

E.

Such responses should be

The following is an example

opemt,.ng from an "obje cti ve" perspective .

s. I

fmne of re-

fantasy and should be distinguished

from fa ntasy that is ,!!21 goal -di rected .
of goal - directed

frame of

A

subject told he would

up from his chair reports :

could see myself tied tightly

Then why did you get up? ·

to the chair .
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s.

Well, I knew it was all in my imagination , when it caae ti.Ile to get
up I knew I nan ' t really

stuck .

The above subject engaged in goal - directed

fantaay and should be

scored aa having done so despite the fact that he also gave evidence
of hav1ng changed his perspective
reality

of his fantasy .

to a fmaework which negated the

This type of response should be distinguished

f1'0ll the response of a subject who maintains a fantasy that is m?1
goal - directed

( e. g. , I 1lllag1nedmy ams moving apart) .

The fo:mer

subject should be scored as having engaged in goal-directed
the latter

fantaay ,

should not .

Occasionally subjects responding to challenge suggestions in1t1ally
exhibit a goal - directed fantasy but then change the contents of their
fantasy to an

1.Jlag1nary

situation

which is no longer goal-directed .

For example, a subject told that he is stuck to bis chair responds,

s.

I was tied to the chair , then

E.

Could you see the ropes clearly?

s.

Ve-ryclearly .

E.

Why did

s.

WhenI t:rled to stand the1broke

were ropes around ay body .

you stand up?
and

I wu able to get up.

Subjects who nspond 1n this way should be sco:t'9d aa exhibiting
goal - directed fantasy despite the fact that the contents of their fan tasy changed.
The naponae of a subject who engages in goal-directed
should also be distinguished
in an attapt

fantasy

from the response of a subject who fails

to engage in goal-directed

fantasy .

For exuple , a

subject told that he would be unable to stand fJ:011bis cbair reportsa

s.

I tried

to think that I

do it .

It ' s 11lposs1ble to 1mag1ne that.

was

tied to the chair,

The above subject should be scored aa
directed

~

but I just couldn ' t

having engaged in goal-

fantasy despite the fact that he presuaabl.y made eome attellpt

to engag• in such a response .
Thus far we have dealt with the cha1'&cter1atics of goal-directed
fantasy given in response to ideo-aotor

and challenge suggestions .

Subjects were also asked to foiget the number 4.

Subjects passed this

auggeation if they counted fl."OII1 to 5 without saying 4.
should be scored as engaging in goal-directed

Subjects

fantasy in response

to the aanea1a suggestion if they report the occurrence of a set of
fantaay events which effectively
of the number 4.

•lh1nate

their

The following is an exuple

thoQghts, and bagea

of goal-directed

fantasy

given by a subject told to fo:rget the nuaber 4.

s.

Whenyou asked ae to forget the nuaber 4, at tint
what to do.

I didn ' t know

I just kept thinking of 4.

E.

What did you do?

s.

Well I pictured the n\llllbera, you know, in ay aind , and then this
bowl caae along and it covered the number 4.

E.

Why didn ' t

~u say the number 4?

s.

Because it vaen't there .

Another exu.ple of goal-directed

fantasy in response to the uneaia

suggestion 1a seen below.

s.

Well , I pictured this clock in ay aind., with all of the nmbers
around 1n a circle,

but the four wasn' t there .
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E.

Where was it?

s.

I don' t know.

There vu jut

this space where the 4 should be.

Ae with fantasy responses to ideo-motor and challenge suggestions ,
all fantasy reaponsea to the aaneaia suggestions need not constitute
goal-directed

fantasy .

The following represents a fantasy response

to the amnesia suggestions that 1s 1121goal-directed .

s.

I pictured

each of the numbers on a wood.enblock , and then I aaw

the 4 block fade into the background.

E. Then why did you say 4?

s.

I don' t know, I gueaa I could etill

E.

Did you tr.r to foiget

s.

Yes, I tr.led , but the 4 block never faded away completely , I

remeaber 1t .

the 4?

could always see it , even though 1t was dimlle:r than the others .
The following 1s also an example of a response to the unes1a
suggestion which does .!12!.
involve goal-dincted

fantasy .

E. What waa pusing through your mind when I suggested you fo2get
the number 4?

s.

Well, I counted the nuabera l through 5 and skipped saying the

4, in my 111.ndthat is .
E.

WhenI asked you to count out loud , why did you say 4?

s.

Because I didn ' t really
hadn' t forgotten

forget it .

WhenI skipped 4 I knew I

it .

The above response should be scored as 1121exhibiting
fantasy

'bscause it indicates

goal-directed

that the subject was aware of the nllllber

4 but simply skipped saying 1t while counting to hiJlself .
a situation

did~

He created

which led to skipping but reraeaber.1.ngthe number 4.

create in 1mag1nat1on a situation

the number 4.

which effectively

He

elillinated

,SJ.

IF THERATER
HASANYQUESTIONS
HESHOULD
ASKTHEM
NOW.

Inatructiona
'lbe content.a of each item with which 1ou w1ll be preaented. is
to be judged for the preaence or absence ot goal - directed fantasy .
You are to judge the content.a of ea.ch it.a , one it.ea at a tille.

Do

not let the judgaenta made in any one caae infiuence any future judgaenta .

Whenyou receive the it•

you are to judge read it carefully

seveml t1aea keeping in aind the crl.terl.a for goal-directed. fantaay
outlined in the aanual .
tion at

any-

You aay refer to the u.nual for clarifica-

time and should do so whenever neceaaa:ey.

You are to

u.ke only a sipgle dicotomous rating for each it• • That ia , in each
case you an to judge whether or not the subject engaged in goal•
directed. fantasy .

Rate ea.oh it•

in the order presented to you.

not ak1p rating any it• • If you find an it•
to rate even after referring

difficult

back to the aanual , ll&ke the beat judg-

ment you can, but do not skip the ita .
The items are nuabered 1 through 28.

You wUl judge 28 iteaa .

You w1ll be presented. with a

rating sheet also n\llbered l thx'ough 28.

The n111beraon the rating

sheet correspond to the numbers on the iteaa .
thaaelvea,

particularly

Do

Do not ll&1'k the iteu

instead , make each rating on the mting sheet •

•
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Appendix C
Manual for Scoring Elaborateness of Suggestion-Related Imaginings
This manual 1s designed to teach individuals
elaborateness

hov to rate the

of subjects ' testimony for goal-directed

ponse to suggestions .

As rate:rs , you will first

fantasy

listen

in res•

to tape-recorded

verbal interchanges between an experimenter and a subject .

These inter-

changes were obtained 1n a study in which subjects wen ada1.niatered
three types of suggestiona--an

ideolllotor suggestion, a challenge

suggestion , and an amnesia suggestion .

Immediately after responding

to each of these suggestions , subjects were asked to de.scribe the
pictures , images, and thoughts they experienced while nsponding to
the suggestion .

After carefully

listening

to this testiaony , it is

your task to indicate the elabomteneaa of each reported pattern of

1Jnagin1ngby assigning a score of either O, 1, 2, or

J. In so doing ,

it is assumed that you have a clear unclerst.anding of the characteris tics of goal-directed

fantasy as described in the Manual for Scor:l,pa

Goal- Directed Fant&aY(Spanos, 1971).

If this is not the case ,

please consult this manual baton reading furthttr .
Criteria

for Rating First Verbal Internb!:pg•

suggestion a.dll1n1stered to each subject was for am -

The first
levitation

and was worded in the following manner,

Hold your right am straight
the am is becoming lighter
and up.

out 1n fmnt of you.
and

lighter , that it ' s moving up

It ' s weightless and rising 1n the air .

and lighter,

rising and llf'ting

Imagine that

aore and Jnore.

It ' s lighter
It ' s lighter
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and lighter

and Jlloving up and up.

more and nore .

It ' s lighter

It ' s aoving up and up,

and lighter , aoving up and

up, more and more, higher and higher .

Following his response to this suggestion , the subject was asked to
describe what he had experienced .
Assignment of a mting of

"o. "

This testillony

mt1ng of "O" if the subject does not indicate
directed

fantasy,

that is, if the subject falls

a et1uat1on which, if it were actually
levitation

response .

should be given a

that he engaged in goal to zeport 1ug1~ng

to occur , would pxoduoe the am-

Thua, a subject should be aaaigned a score of

"O" 1f hie testimony includes statements such ae (a) I didn ' t miae
my axm because I didn ' t want to , and (b)
but I raised

aent .

My am didn ' t feel light

it because I wanted to coopemte and help out the exper1-

'lbis does not mean, however, that only those subjects

who fai l

to eDgage in fantasy should receive a score of "O. " A subject may
engage 1n fantasy that 1a n21 goal-directed

.

Such a response should

also be scored as "O." The following 1a an exaaple of this type of
fantasy report,

s.

I imagined 11\Y'a:m and I saw it beginning to rise .

E.

You saw your axm?

s.

Yes, I saw it in my mind.

E.

Dld you picture

s.

No

anything

Aesigmaent of a rating
if the subject. indicates

It vae aoving up ver., slowly .
else?

of "l.. " A mting of '"l" should be uaigned

in his testimony that ho employc,d a basic

cognitive stmtegy

that enabled hill to experience the suggested effects

that 1s , the subject reports 1Jlag1n1ng a specific
it were actually

to occur , would. cause his axm to rise .

11on:ysuch as the following

I pictured

situation , which, i f

should be scored as "la"

these balloorus , heliUll filled

tied to my wrist .

Thus, testi-

I tried

balloons , they were

to hold my am down but I couldn ' t .

The balloons just kept pulling my am up higher and higher .

Shilarly

, a rating of "l" should also be assigned to reports

au.ch

&81

I imagined that my am was hollow

and somebody was putting

air into it , that my am was hollow , there was nothing in
it and

SOlllebody

was putting

air into it .

Assigmlent of a rating of ..2. • It is illportant

scored as "l" include a basic stmtegy

while the fantasy reports

experiencing the suggested effect , the strat~y
isolations

to note , that
for

is ca.rr1ad out in

that is , it is not placed within a broader and more elaborate

1Jasgined context .

If a subje ct' s testiaony

ca.med out within an elabomte

inclucles a basic atmtegy

111ag1nedcontext , a score of "2"

should be assigned1 that io , if the subject reports a strategy

1n an

el.a.borated context which goes beyond that necessary for simply experiencing the suggested effect .

Acco1'dingly, the following eubjeot-experi-

aenter t:z:ansaction would re ceive a rating of "2a"
s.

My hand felt

really

stmnge .

kind you fUl with helium .
E.

Tel1 me ao:re.

It was like it was a balloon , the
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s.

My hand felt

light and 1t began to noat

really

It just kept floating

up

up higher and higher until

into the air .

it lifted

ae

off the ground.
E.

Anything else?

s.

I imagined myself being pulled

up

could see laige white clouds all

into the air by

&l.'Ound

and

••

Dy band .

I

when I looked

down, the people and buildings looked ver, amall , like I was
up

really high.

Crl.ter1a for Rating Second Verbal Interchange
The second suggestion t~t

was administered to each subject was

the following am - catalepsy auggeationa
Hold your let't am straight

out in front of you.

Iugine

that your am 1a in a cast so that the elbow cannot bend.
Imagine that the cast makes the a:m stiff , rigid , and ilmovable , it keeps the elbow fX'Oll bending.
bend, it 'a held tightly
and

by

Your am cannot

the cast , stiff

and r.lg1d, so at1ff

rigid that it won' t bend no matter how hard you tr, .

It ' s stiff
cast .

and rigid , stiff

and rigid , held tightly

The more you try to bend it , the stiffer

by

the

it will becoae.

Youwon't be able to bend it until you har ay fingers snap.
Again, the subject

was

asked to describe the pictures , 1magea, and

thoughts he experienced while responding

to the suggestion .

Assigpllent of a rating of "O. " As before, the aubject whoae testi aony indicates

that

he either

did not engage in fantasy

activity

or

engaged 1n fantasy that was A2.1goal-directed
score of "o. " Thus, transactions
atataents

should be assigned a

should be mted as "O" if the7 1nclme

such as (a) I didn ' t try to

bend

my axas (b) I didn ' t 1Jla-

g1ne anything , I just concentrated on keeping ny
as possible,

&Dl

as stiff

and

rlgid

or (c) All I 1mag1nedas my am and it felt very ver:,

st1ff- -Nothing else .
Asnignment of a rating of "l . " Unlike the am-levitation
tion , th~ suggestion for am-catalepsy
specific

technique or strategy

suggested effects
a specific
state

sugges-

presents the subject with a

that will enable hill to experience the

that ia , the suggestion asks the subject to 1.ugine

s1tuat1on (a ca.at on hia am) which, if it were the actual

of affairs , would prevent h1a from bending his

ject ' s teat1lllony indicates

If a sub-

that he eaployed the cognitive atmtegy pro-

vided by the suggestion but failed to elabomte
should be assigned .

&Dl•

on it , a score of "l"

The following experiaenter-subjeot

tranaaction

one meeting these criteria,

s.

I 1magined my am straight
wrapped 1n

E.

Can you tell

s.

Myam felt

out in front of ae and my um waa

a cast .
me more?

like it was in this cast .

It felt

stiff

and r1g1d

like I couldn ' t bend 1t .
E.

What were you 1aagin1ng?

s.

Just the caat on ay

E.

Anything else?

s.

No,

nothing else .

&Dl and

how I wouldn' t be able to bend it .

is
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This interchange

is rated as 1'1" because the subject ea.ployed. the stra-

tegy presented by the suggestion but did _ngi add anything to it .
Aaeignment of a mtilyc of

2. "

11

Two types of fantasy repoxts

should receive a rating of "2. " The first
indicates

that he employed the strategy

and expanded on it to some

is one in which the subject

presented by the suggestion

extents that 1s , the subject states that

he 1magined. a ca.st on his am and goes on to descrl.b, it with adjectives

not incl\lied 1n the original

suggestion .

The following is an

example of testilllony of this typea

s. My am was stiff

and

I couldn ' t bend it until I got my

cast off .
E.

Can you tell

s. I

me more?

was nervous .

I had a cast on.

It had naaes written on

it and everything .
E.

Waht were you 1.magining'l

s. A white

ca.at on

ay arm. It

had writing

on it and it was 1n

a sling .

E.

Anything else?

s.

I didn ' t like •Yam

being in a caat .

The second type of testimony that should. be rated aa "2" le -one in
which the subject indicatee
strategy

and instead

that he totally

constructed

a unique goal - directed

For example, the following report indicates
different

f1'0lll that auggested a

disregarded

the suggested
fantasy .

a fantasy situation

quite
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It was really

heavy.

Hy am was really heavy and I wanted to

bend it and put it down but I couldn ' t .

like ay am

It had hinges on it but they were all

was a big metal rod .

rusty .

It felt

It just wouldn' t bend.

Along similar lines , reports that include statements such as, My aD
felt like it was a piece of wood, I imagined that ay am was welded to
a piece of steel , or , It felt

like some force was presaing on •Yam ,

should also be scored as "2. " It is important to note , that the extent to which the subject describes h1s ideoayncrat1c strategy may be
lesa but not greater

than that necessary to assign this score to a

fantasy production l:ased on the suggested atmtegy .

A§sipullent o'l a rating of "J• " There are two criteria

which must

be met in oxd.er for a subject ' s testi.1\ony to be assigned a rating

of

"J• " These area (a) It mwst indicate that the subject employed.a
basic strategy

(either

suggested or ideosyncra.tic)

that enabled h1m to

experience the suggested effect , and (b) It must further indicate that
the subject oarrled out this basic strategy within a bJ:oader and aore
elabomte imagined context .
OD the

The following f'antas1 productions , based

suggested strategy , meet these or1ter1a1

Subject #1.

I pictured a cast on ay am and it felt like it was hea-yy.

I was kind of aca.m and I felt like I was in a hospital .

I was laying

1n a. bed in the hospital and I couldn ' t aove ay &DlS it was very stiff
and it hurt .

It kind of felt

that I couldn't
Subject #2,

bend it .

like it was stiff

and

it felt ao heavy

It felt very very stiff .

I thought that I was on a doctor ' s chair and he was saw-

ing it (the ca.at) with a saw, taking it off .

Mya:m was tired and I

t hought it would hurt when the doctor sawed it off .
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Similarly , the following fantasy , in which a unique strategy

was•-

ployed , also meets these cr1ter1at
S,

I ~ned

that this big steel 1-r was attached to my arm so I

couldn ' t bend it ,
El,

Tell me more.

S,

At first

I saw my e:nn and th1 .s bar next to it ,

Then someone

picked up the 'tar and started welding it to m.ya:cmso I wouldn' t
be able

E,

to bend it ,

Anything else?

S.1 It was really

strange ,

it didn ' t hurt ,

I could see the spa.rlts and everything but

Myaxm didn ' t feel anything ,

Ea.ohof the fantasy reports cited above should be rated a.s "3" because
they not only include del.1a1ted patterns

of 1ugin1ng

that are directly

related to the aim of the suggestion , but also numerous associative
elaborations
Crlteria

consistent

with this aim,

for Rating Third Verba..1.Interchange

The final verbal interchange to be rated will contain test11lony
regarding the subject ' s experiences while responding to a suggestion
for amnesia for the m.aber four .

This suggestion was worded 1n the

following manner,
I want you to fox.get the nUDlber four ,

I want you to wipe the

nlllllber COJIIPletelyfrom your a1nd so that

you a.re unabl.e to

think of , recall , or remember the number four in any way,
The number four will be gone c011lpletely from your mind ,

You' ll be unable to think of , recall , or remfllllberthis number

6o

in

&llY

way until I instruct

;you to remember it .

Assigmaent of a rating of "O. "

before , an experillenter-aubject

should be assigned a score of "O" if it indicates

tmnsaction

subject either
cooperate

As

(a) did not aee the situation

in attempting

that the

as one 1n which he was to

to pass the suggestion , or (b) was motivated

to cooperate but failed to engage in goal-directed

fantasy .

The follow-

ing are examples of this type of testimony&
Subject #l .

Whenyou told me that I ' d fo:zget the number four I 1.mm.ed.1&-

tely began to fight it in m;ymind.

I thought it was silly- .

you couldn ' t make me forgot the nmber just by telling
it .

So

when you said to fo:zget it , I began telling

I knew

me to fo:zget

J1Y15elfI could re-

momber. I kept Baying the nuaber in my mind over and ovttr.
Subject #2 .

It seems like the llore I tried to forget the nuraber the

more I remembered it .
E.

Howdid you go about trying to forget?

s. I just kept saying to llyself , ·"You' ll fo:zget four , you' ll forget
four , " and it just didn ' t work.
Assignlllent of a rating of "l.. " If the subject reports a tantaay
production in vbich only the absence of the nuaber four 1a 1aaged , a
score of "l. " should be givens that 1s ,

t -b1a

rating should be assigned

if the nUlllberfour is never present in the fantasy .

Thus, a state-

ment such as , I pictured in my mind numbers and there was a whole line
of them and there wasn' t &117number four there , would fall into thia
category.
Assignllent

of 11, :rat ing

of "2• " In contrast to the above , a sub-

ject ' s testimony should receive a rating of •2" 1f it 1ndicatea that
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an imaginary situation

was constructed

some sym.bol1c representation

of it)

in which t he number four (or

becomes aMent .

More specifi-

cally , the subjec~ reports a. fantasy in which the number four or a
:-cepresentation of it is initially
plained reason , dinppears .

present and then , for some unex-

For example, a score of "2" should be

assigned if the subject indicates

that the number four vanished , dis -

integrated , floated away, etc ., but falls
occurrence of these events .

to provide any reason for the

The following 1a typical

of this type of

transaction a

s.

Wh
en you said to forget the number four , I first
nUIJlber one

through five in

my

mind.

Then 1t all

pictured
fall

the

apart .

apart?

E.

What all

s.

The number four .

E.

Why did it

s.

I don't know, it just disintegrated

fell

fall

apart?
.

It just wasn' t there any

more.
Assignment of a rat1pg of "J• " If the subject reports

engaging 1n

fantasy , that in cludes both the disappearance of the num-

an elaborate

ber four and a reason for its d1sappeamnce, a score of "J" should be
assigned .

The following testimony represents

this type of fantasy

p~uction,

s.

I p1ctu:rod in my mind a hl.ackboard that

was

written one through

five , and I picked up an eraser and knocked off the number four .
Then I kept counting one, two, three , :five .••
five , till:£

E.

Why didn't

was

one ,

sure there wus no nmber four .

you say the number four vhile counting?

two, three ,
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s.

Because I eraaed 1t off the blackboal.'d and didn't

remeaber 1t •••

on the boa1'd 1n ay brain .
'lbe following is also an exuple

of a response that should receive

a rating of "3•"

s.

I pictured each of the nuabera on a wooden block and then I saw
aOJ11eone
reach out and take awa7 the one with the nuaber four on
1t .

E. Whotook it away?

s.

I don' t know. I just saw this band reach out and take away-the
block with the number four on it .

IF THE RATERHAS ANY QUESTIONSHE SHOULDASK THDl NOW
.
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